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“Like a tuning fork for the brain ,™ Halpern’s healing music is well documented
to help individuals nurture body, mind and spirit. Beyond merely medicinal, 

it’s also mesmerizing and beautiful chill-out music.” – NewLife magazine

 Steven Halpern is the acknowledged leader in composing music that supports 
relaxation, healing and psycho-spiritual well-being. His music is well-documented 
to help patients relax and manage stress, pain and sleep problems.
 The spirit of each strain speaks through the music. Lush hi-psi soundscapes 
shimmer with luminous keyboards, hypnotic ambiences, and the 
angelic, wordless vocals of rising star Kristin Hoffmann.   
“I heard a lot of this music in a dream, and was able to recreate 
that  state in the recording studio. Listen deeply, with attention and 
intention, and you may feel the tones moving inside your head, 
stimulating pleasure centers and releasing endorphins to further 
support healing, mindfulness and inner peace.” 
  Deep alpha brainwave entrainment tones are subtly mixed into the music, 
which entrain your brain to higher coherence to further support your immune 
system functioning. 

Note: This music is highly compatible with THC, CBD, sativa and indica strains.
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STEVEN HALPERN PHD, is a Grammy® 
nominated,             charting, best-selling 
recording artist, sound healer and founding 
father of New Age music. 
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STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® 
nominated,                charting, multi-
platinum selling recording artist, 
composer, producer, researcher, 
author and pioneering sound healer.

   A pioneering sound healer, 
Steven’s internationally-acclaimed 
albums radiate relaxing, meditative 

and spirtually uplifting audible and inaudible frequencies that have 
touched the lives of millions worldwide. 

 Halpern’s DEEP ALPHA was a 2012 Grammy® 
nominee, with 47 weeks (and counting) on 
Billboard’s Top Ten New Age chart. 

 Through his music, writings and media 
appearances, Steven launched a “Quiet Revolution” in modern 
instrumental music. He has received Lifetime Achievement Awards 
from numerous music, massage and spiritual organizations.

 Before being initiated into a Ministry of Sound Healing, Steven was  
a jazz/rock trumpet player, who also played guitar and bass in R&B 
and acid-rock bands

 In 1969, he was set to travel to Morocco to study the healing music 
and herbs of the Master Musicians of Jajouka when an unexpected 
side trip brought him to the San Francisco Bay area. His life changed 
dramatically during a deep meditation in a sacred redwood grove, 
when he heard, on the inner planes, a new kind of healing music.

 He started his new life with only the clothes on his back, trumpet 
and guitar in hand, and began life as a solo keyboard artist, composer, 
producer and pioneering sound healing researcher.

 Since 1975, Steven’s music has been heard around the world in 
leading healing and holistic health centers, addiction and recovery 
centers, VA hospitals, corporate wellness programs, private homes and 
many popular healing, spa and New Age streaming playlists.

Subscribe to my YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic
StevenHalpernMusic.com    

 The seed concept for this album was planted in 1982 after 
unexpectedly meeting Stephen Levy, a friend from college, 
on a bus, while we both happened to be in Vancouver for the 
weekend.

 He said, “I’m an anthropologist now.  I’ve been studying  
with shamanic healers in Alaska. This is some of their 
ceremonial smoke.  They call it Matanuska Thunderf*ck”, and 
hands me a joint.

  A few days later, I took my first toke in 
the recording studio, and heard music in 
my head, complete with echo and reverb 
effects. Next session, same magical and 
energizing high.

 I learned how to dial in that setting 
using digital delay. Since this was before 
legalization, I didn’t release the music. Til now.

  In 2015, I attended a High Art gallery opening sponsored 
by Natural Cannabis Co. I went looking for an album cover, 
and was taken by surprise when I was recognized, and even 
more surprised when they invited me to be a Celebrity Brand 
Ambassador for their lines of top shelf herb. (I was the only 
musician, among comedians (Margaret Cho) and several adult 
film stars.

 I told them if they could match my music with a strain 
that evoked a meditative, healing and spiritual high, I’d be 
interested.  They came up with Mystic Haze, and it was  
indeed uplifting.

 Inspired by that strain, I began composing “Cannabis 
Dreams: Theme and Variations.” Alas, the entire program was 
cancelled shortly thereafter.

 

Composing with Cannabis:   
Tuning In to the Spirit of the Plant
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 This album was completed in October 2020 when I read in 
Forbes magazine that Carlos Santana had launched a new line of 
premium cannabis products, grown with the intention to support 
healing,meditation and spiritual growth.   (Sounded like my 
“Mystic Haze” description).  
 I ordered ¼ ounce, and when it was delivered an hour later, I 
took one toke. Within ten minutes, I felt my consciousness shift.  
I left my work desk and went outside to meditate under the large 
redwood tree in my backyard.
  For me, there was ‘green music’ in this strain. I knew 
immediately I had to record a new composition inspired by 
Mirayo ® by Santana. 
 On 11.11.20, I booked time in a local studio, and sat down at 
the keyboards.  I tuned in to the vibe of this plant ally, and let  
the music flow. The two tracks evolved as if on their own accord. 

Listen with headphones for the full psycho-acoustic effect.

Healing Music + Brainwave Entrainment = 
a “Natural High”

  My Rhodes Mark 7 electric piano is an 
extraordinary and unique instrument. It 
produces tones like crystal singing bowls or 
tuning forks, but played by a keyboard.
 It’s my signature sound, and I am the only  
sound healer who features this extraordinary healing 
instrument.

 “OG Sonic Chronic” is a collaboration featuring Paul 
McCandless on bass clarinet (PaulMcCandless.com and  
Michael Manring on Zon® fretless electric bass (Manthing.com)

 “Joint Venture” features the synthesizer wizardry of Rasheed 
Richard Horowitz on a live late night studio jam back in the day.

 Others who contributed to this album in various ways stretch 
back decades: my mentors and friends at University of Buffalo 
(1965-69): Albert Glover, Michael Aldrich Jack Clarke, Robert 
Creeley,Ron Silver, John Coltrane, Madeline Davis, David Gittler, 
Jon Weiss, Joe Ford, Terry Riley, Jeremy Taylor., Dr. Michael 
Conant (Bridge Mountain Foundation director), Alan Watts, 
Natural Cannabis Co., Carlos Santana, Left Coast Ventures 
and a heartfelt ‘thank you” to the master growers who 
keep improving on the spiritually uplifting and creativity-
enhancing strains.

KRISTIN HOFFMANN is the enchanting 
vocalist of the internationally renowned  
BELLA GAIA ensemble.   
She composed and recorded her lead and 
background harmonies over my pre-produced 
instrumental arrangements.  
Visit her at: KristinHoffmann.com  



Cannabis Dreams Part 1 is featured on ECHOES of a DREAM. 

Co-Produced by Steven Halpern and Warren Kahn 
Steven Halpern: Rhodes electric piano, ambient synths,  

keyboard choir 
Kristin Hoffmann: All vocals & (tk 1&3)

Paul McCandless: Bass Clarinet  
Michael Manring: Zon® Fretless Bass 

 Fabien Maman: Monochorde 
Rasheed Richard Horowitz: Prophet-5 synth 

Morgan Rucker: the Muse and personal trainer (MorgansHolisticTouch.com) 
Recording Engineer:  Warren Kahn 

 Recorded at: Banquet Studios, Medford, OR  
(11/11/20) Recording Engineer: Ari Rios 
Laughing Tiger Studios, San Rafael, CA 

Natural Cannabis Co., Santa Rosa, CA (NaturalCannabis.com/HighArt) 
Mirayo® by Santana and Left Coast Ventures 

Steven has curated a playlist for SPARC dispensary chain:  
SPARC.co/listen 

Art Direction: Steven Halpern  
Creative Design and Graphics: Lisa Kahn (LisaKahnGraphicDesign) 

Stephen Gray: author, “Cannabis and Spirituality” 
q 2021 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music® 
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“Steven Halpern’s music has uplifted a generation of seekers.
He has created a soundtrack for our evolutionary journey.”

— Marianne Williamson, #1 bestselling author, A Return to Love

1. Cannabis Dreams (part 2) 5:20
2. Mirayo Cannabis Dreams (pt 1)  5:03 
3. Cannabis Dreams (pt 3) 5:04
4. Mirayo Cannabis Dreams (pt 2) 5:03    
5. OG Chronic Sonic 7:20
6. Plant Medicine    5:21

 7. Joint Venture   4:57
 8.  Cannabis Dreams (pt 4)   5:23
 9.  CannaBliss   4:56  
 10. Maui Wowie Dreams 12:56 
 11. Matanuska Thunderf*ck 16:45

Total running time:   78:41


